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II{IßODUCTION

The decision below favors arbitration by prohibiting

exculpatory contract terms that prevent a¡bitration from

ever occuring. T'his Petition arises from a state court

order compelling the pørtí.es to arbitrøte. What Petitioners

are now seeking is not the right to arbitrate, which they

already have, but a right to compel arbitration under rules

that unduty favor them by preventing Respondents from

vindicating their state-law clai.'''s. No one disputes that

federal law gives Petitioners and other companies a

general right to enforce contracts for arbitration. But this

is not an u¡limited right that forces courts to rubber-

stomp any arbitration terms a company can devise'

Instead, the Federal Arbitration Act ("Iq,AA") makes arbi-

tration clauses revocable uupon such grounds as exist at

law or in equity for the revocation of any contract'" 9

u.s.c. $ 2.

Because the plaintiffs'claims here are quite complex,

but small in value, the New Jersey Supreme Court held

that the Petitioners'contract term banning class actions

was effectively an illegal exculpatory clause. Because a

longstanding body of generally applicable New Jersey

contract law arising in settings that have nothing to do

with arbitration holds that exculpatory contract terms are

unenforceable, the New Jersey Supreme Court struck that

term as unenforceable before ordering the parties to

arbitrate. The issue here thus is not whether arbitration is

euer allowed, but whether federal law overrides generally

applicable New Jersey contract law prohibiting exculpa'

tory terms in contracts of adhesion merely because those

terms are embedded in an arbitration clause. For each of

the following reasons' the New Jersey Supreme Court's

resolution of this question does not wa:rant review.
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As a preliminary m;attÊt, the Petition should be
rejected because this Court does not have jurisdiction, The
ruling below compelling the parties to arbitrate is not a
final judgment under 28 U.S.C. $ 1257(a), and this case
does not fall vrithin any of the fou¡ exceptions to the final
judgment rule recognized in Cox Broød,cøsting Corp. u.
Coltn,420 U.S. 469 (L975)

Even if the Court did have jurisdiction, it still should
not grant the Petition. The Petition raises three issues.
The first issue poses a theory offederal law that has never
been adopted by any state high court or federal appellate
cou¡t. The second and third issues posed in the Petition
were not timely raised in the state courts below, present
no split of authoriüy, and also are wholly lacking in merit.
For all of these reasons. the Petition should be denied.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Á- The Underlying Tbansactions And State Law
Claims

PlaintitrJaliyah \dgþernm¿d was a part-time student
at a business school when she took out her first payday
loan to pay for her school books. On May 26, 2003, Ms.
Muhamrnad obteined a $ZOO payday loan from the defen-
dants in exchange for a loan note requiring a lump sum
payment of $260 (including a $60 finance charge) by June
13. T¡rr*s amounts to an interest rate of 608.33Vo. When she
could not repay this balance, she h¡¡ice paid additional $60
charges to extend the same $200 principal. tl total, she
paid $180 interest on a $200 loan she had for under two
months.
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Although Ms. Muhaïnmad's loan papers listed County

Bank as the lender, Ms. Muhammad alleges that the

actual lender was Easy Cash, which marketed these loot's

to New Jersey consumers through the mass media and

over the Internet. After the consumer signs a loan form

and transmits it to Easy Cash by telephone, fax, or over

the Internet, Easy Cash a¡ra'ges to transfer funds to the

consumer's checking account.

Ms. Muha'"mad filed a putative class action in State

court claiming that these loans violated New Jersey's civil

usu.ry limit of L6Vo APR (NJSA $ 31:1-1(a)), as well as its

criminal usury timit of 30Vo APR (NJSA $ 2C:21-19)' She

alleged that Easy Cash conspired to evade New Jersey's

usury laws by naming County Bank as the lender when, lz

føct, it was the Easy Cash defendants who financed,

marketed, originated, and serviced these loans, and bore

all of the risk through an agreement to indemnify County

Bank. This sort of arrangement is often referred to as a

"rent a bankn scheme, and has been sharply criticized by

federal regufators (among others), See, e'g', Office of

Comptroller of Currency News Release 2003-06 (Jan' 31'

2003) ("We have been greatly concerned with arrange-

ments in which national banks essentially rent out thei¡

charter to third parties who want to evade state and local

consumer protection laws.") Plaintiff claimed that this

enterprise violated New Jersey's Consumer Fraud Act

("CFA") and its RICO statute's prohibition against crimi-

nal usury racketeering. Ms. Muhammad also charged that

county Bank's involvement in this enterprise violated the

CF?fs and State RICO statute's separate prohibitions

against aiding and abetting usury.

Petitioners responded to Ms. Muhammad's lawsuit

first by removing the case to federal court based on a
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"ssmplete preemption" argument. pet. A1?. After this
argr:nent failed and the case was remanded, petitioners
next moved the State cou¡t to ba¡ Ms. MuhaÍ,rr.,ad,s class
claims and compel her to arbitrate an individual action. In
support of this motion, Petitioners invoked a mandatory
arbitration clause in their payday loan contracts. The
primary operative sentence of petitioners, a¡bitration
clause is 157 words long. In adclition to requiring arbitra-
tion, this clause ba¡red Petitioners'customers from bring-
ing or participating in class actions. lfre clause also
incorporated the rules of procedure of the National Arbi-
tration Forum ("NAF-). One of those rules tinited the
discovery available to parties to an amount commensurate
with the value of their clairns. Under this rule, if Ms.
Muharnrnad were required to proceed orr a'' individual
basis, she would only be permitted to take discovery
coulmensurate with her $t80 d"ttrages clairn in support of
her allegation that the whole rent-a-ba¡k structu¡e was a
sh""r to conceal who the true lender was.t The NAF's
rules also included a "loser pays" term, which permits
arbitrators to force ¿ury consumer who does not prevail on
her claims to pay the defendant,s attorney fees and arbi-
tration costs.

Ms. Muhammad opposed Petitioners'motion on the
grounds that the arbitration clause is unconscionable
under New Jersey law in light of its adhesive and excul-
patory terms. Under established New Jersey law, a

' Proving this allegation is essential to hers and the class members'
claims because, absent such proof, a finding that county Bank is ttre
lender defeaLs her cl¡irns under a federal preemption doctrine that
allows a Delaware bank to make loans in New Jersey while igrroring its
laws governing interest rates.
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non-negotiable adhesive contract provision is unconscion-

able if there is a disparity in sophistication and bargnining

power between the parties ønd the provision's terms are

either exculpatory or rurreasonably one-sided in favor of

the drafter. See Rudbart u. North Jersey District Water

Suppty Con1.în'n,605 A.zd 681 (N.J. L992). 
'With 

respect to

the first prongs of this argument, the record conteined

copies of the arbitration clauses'of all of the defendants'

competitors, establishing that clauses þannilg class

actions and using NAF a¡e pervasive in the payday lend-

ing industry. The record also established that Petitioners'

mandatory a¡bitration clause is a non-negotiable, adhesive

provision imposed by experienced lending companies

against payday loan borrowers with limited commercial

experience and credit options. The arbitration clause is a

pre-printed, standard form provision, transmitted between

borrower and lender by facsimile with no opportunity for

negotiation. With respect to the exculpatory and one-sided

effect of the arbitration clause's terrns, the record estab-

lished that since County Bank began putting its name on

payday loans nationwide in 1997, only two (2) customers

have ever even attempted to arbitrate claims.

The State trial court rejected Ms. Muhammad's

argument and held that the arbitration clause's terms

prohibiting her class claims were enforceable. The New

Jersey Superior Cor.rrt, Appellate Division, affirmed.

B. The New Jersey Supreme Court's Decision

After granting Ms. Muharrmad's petition for leave to

file an interlocutory appeal, the New Jersey Supreme

Court reversed in part by holding ihat the class arbitra-

tion ban was unconscionable, but severable, so that the
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arbitration clause could still be enforced. The cor¡¡t began
its discussion with a recognition of the federal policy
favoring arbitration, Pet. 419, while noting this Court's
decisions directing that the FAA does not preclude an
saerninsf,isn into whether a given arbitration clause is
unconscionable under state law. /d.

The New Jersey Supreme Çorrrt then add¡essed New
Jersey's súandard for finding unconscionability, a "multi-
factor analysis" that had been developed in a series of
cases none of which involved the enforcement of arbitra-
tion clauses. In particular, the court relied heavily upon
the considerations set forth in itÂ prior decision in Rud-
bart, suprø. 8.9., Pet. 412, A22, A23, A25-A26. The court
then noted the pivotal and longstanrling rule that, '[i]n

New Jersey, exculpatory waivers that seek a release from
a statutorily imposed duty are void as agâinst public
policy. McCa.rthy u. NASCAR, Lnc.,226 A.zd 718 (1962)."
Pet. Ã27. The court discussed prior New Jersey law, as
well as decisions from this Court and numerous other
courts, ssfaþlishing that, in certain circumstances (par-
ticularly those involving small-value claims), the class
action device offers th.e only means for individuals to
effectively vindicate their rights. Pet. /.9;G-AZ9. The court
distinguished, but did not ovenr:le, a prior decision by an
intermediate appellate court in New Jersey, Grøs v.
Assocíøtes First CøpitøI Co.,786 A.zd 8BO (N.J. App. Div.
2001). Pet.429.

The cou¡t explained that its decision was consistent
with New Jersey's policy favoring arbitraüion, because
"ln]othing in the arbitration process requires that cleims
be brought only by individuals." Pet. 430. lbe court also
noted the corsistency between its decision and this Court's
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statement that "arbitration is allowed in actions author-

ized by federal statutes '[s]o long as the prospective

litigant effectively may vindicate lhis or her] statutory

cause of action in the arbitral foru:rr.'" Pet. ABL' citing

Gilmer u. Interstq,telJohnson Lane Corp.,500 U.S' 20,28
(1991). The Court pointedly added, twice, that it would

have reached the same conclusion on rulconscionability of

the class action ban had it appeared with or without an

arbitration clause. Pet. AL2,Á.29.

The court then held that the provision þenning s]¿gs

actions was severable from the remainder of the arbitra-

tion agreement, Pet. A33-434, and thus ordered the

parties to proceed to arbitration with that provision

stricken. Pet.434.

--'.'.'-o-

REASONS FOR DENIrING THE PETITION

I. The Court Lacks Jurisdiction Over This
Interlocutory State Court Order Compelling
Arbitration.

A. The Decision Below Is Not a Final Judg'
ment Under ZB U.S.C. $ 1252(a).

This Court has jurisdiction to review "[flina] jodg-

ments or decrees rendered by the highest court of a State

in which a decision could be had . . . " 28 U.S.C. $ 1257(a).

Section L257(a) establishes a "firm final judgment rule."

Jefferson v. City of Tørrant, Alø., 522 U.S. 75, 81 (1997).

This me¡ns that a state cor¡¡t's decision must be "final as

an effective deter¡nination of the litigation and not merely

of interlocutory or intermediate steps therein." -Id. Section

L257's requirement of finality "'is not one of those techni-

calities to be easily scorned. It is an important factor in
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the smootb. working of our federal system.'" Id. (quoting
Rad.ío Stutíon WOW, Inc. u. Johnson, 826 U.S. IZO, LZ4
(1945)). Here, since the New Jersey Supreme Court did not
issue a final judgment or decree, this Court lacks jurisdic-
tion under $ 1257(a).

After finding Cor:nty Bank's class-action ba¡ unen-
forceable, the New Jersey Supreme Court held that the
waivers were severable so that "the remainder of the
a¡bitration agreement is enforceable.n Pet. ABB. In remand-
ing the case to the state trial courü "for proceedings consis-
tent with this opinion" (Pet.434), the New Jersey Supreme
Court ordered the parbies to a¡bitrate Ms. Muhamm¿d's
claims. This order thus is not final as an "effective determi-
nation of the litigation.' Jefferson,522lJ.S. at 81.

Indeed, orders compelling arbitration without dismiss-
ing claims are not final or appealable as of right under
either federal or New Jersey law. See 9 U.S.C. $ 16(b)
(except under the permissive appeal provisions of 28
U.S.C. $ 1292(b), appeal may not be taken from an uinter-

locutor5/ order directing arbitration or staying litigation in
favor of arbitratíon); Wein u. Morris, g0g A.2d 1180, 1lg4
(N.J. Super.App. Div. 2006) ("4 stay of an action pending
arbitration does not constitute a final, appealable order
because it inherently anticipates further proceedings prior
to the ultimate entry of a final judgment."); see ølso id. n.6
(noting that subsequently enacted N.J. Uniform Arbitra-
tion Act odoes not appear to expressly permit an appeal
from aa order staying an action and compelling arbitra-
tion.").2 The decision below compelling arbitration thus is
not a final judgment under g 1257(a).

I In the proceedings below, Ms. Muhernmad did not have an appeal
of right to the New Jersey Supreme Cou¡t. Instead, she had to obtain

(Continued on following page)
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B. The Cox Broad.castíng Exeeptions to $ 1257's
Final tfudgment Rule Do NotApply.

Under Cox Broød*østi,ng Corp. u. Coltn, 420 TJ.S. 469
(1975), the Court may review state court decisions prior to

a final judgment in fou¡ rìarro\il circumstances. The first
involves cases where "there are further proceerlings . . . yet

to occur in the state cou¡ts but where for one reason or
atrother the federal issue is conclusive or the outcome of
further proceerlings preordained." Id. at 479. Second are
cases in which "the federal issue, fi¡ally decided by the
highest court in the State, will surwive and require deci-
sion regardless of the outcome of future state-court pro-

ceedings." Id. at 480. Tlùd are cases where uthe federal
claim has been finally decided with further proceedings on
the merits in the state courts to come, but in which later
review of the federal issue cannot be had, whatever the
ultimate outcome of the case.' Id. at 48L. The fou¡th
exception arises where (a) "the federal issue has been
finally decided in the state cou¡ts . . . and where reversal
of the state eourt on the federal issue would be preclusive

of any further litigation on the relevant cause of action";
ønd (b) "a refusal immediately to review the state-court
decision might seriously erode federal policy." Id. at 482-

83. None of these exceptions to $ 1257(a)'s final-judgment
rule applies here.

The first three Cox Broadcasting exceptions do not
apply because all cleirns and defenses on the meúts are
yet to be resolved, and thus could be subject to later
appeals. This is not a case where "the federal issue is

leave for an interlocutory appeal. See Pet. 418, 819. New Jersey law
does not have an equivalent to 28 U.S.C. $ 1257(a) requiring a final
judgment for all appeals.
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conclusive' in fi¡rther proceedings or the outcome of these
proceedings is "preordai.ed,o 420 U.S. at 479, because
either parby could still prevail on its unresolved merits
slaims or defenses. The fi¡st exception thus does not apply.
Nor does the second exception apply because, if Muham-
mad fails to prove her state-law clai'ns or County Bank
prevails on a merits defense, the federal question asserted
here would not usunrive aud require decipion." Id. at 480,
Likewise, the third exception does not apply because there
is no state-law bar to a later appeal by any party, id. at
481, in the event of an adverse judgment. To the contrary,
New Jersey law expressly recognizes a parQy's right to an
appeal after arbitration procssdings are completed. See
NJSA $ 2A:238-28(aXg) ("An appeal may be taken from an
order confrming or denying confirmation of an larbitra]l
award.n).

Finally, the fou¡th Cox Broødcasting exception like-
wise does not apply here for two independent reasons.
First, a reversal ofthe decision below on the federal issue
asserted would not as a matter of law ube preclusive of any
fu¡ther litigation on the relevant cause of action," 420 U.S.
at 482-83, since Ms. Muhammad would retain her individ-
ual state-law claims, whether or not she could effectively
vindicate them.. T'hus, the Petition fails to meet the fourth
exception. Moreover, this is not a case where ua refusal to
review the state-court decision might seriously erode
federal policy." Id. at 483. The Court has applied this
exception to allow interlocutory appeals from state court
orders denyíng arbitration, finding that uto delay review of
a state judicial decision denying enforcement of the con-
traet to arbitrate until the state-cor:rt litigation has run its
course would defeat the core purpose of a contract to
arbitrate." Southlønd Corp. u. Keøting, 465 U.S. 1, 7-8
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(1984). The decision below, however, compelled arbitration

of Ms. Muhatt'tt"ad's claittts. Thus, a refusal to grant

immediate review here that allows the parties to a¡bitrate

would not erode federal policy favoring arbitration. For

each of these reasons, the New Jersey Supreme Court's

decision does not fall within Cotc Broødcøsting's fourth

exception.

In sun, this case presents no basis to depart from

$ 1257(a)'s imposition of a "fi:rn final judgpent ru]e." The

Court thus lacks jurisdiction, and the petition should be

denied.

II. The Federal Arbitration Act Preemption Issue
Raised in the Petition Does Not Merit Review.

A. There Is No Split of Authority on Peti'
tioners' FAA Preemption Argument.

As set forth above, h this case, the New Jersey

Supreme Court held that Petitioners' contract provision

banning class actions \tras unconscionable, because under

the facts of this case (involniog very complicated and

difficult-to-prove, but individually small claims), it would

serve as an exculpatory clause and exculpatory clauses

embedded in contracts of adhesion are unconscionable

under New Jersey contract law. The Peüition argues that

even if a contractual provision banning consumers from

bringlng or participating in a class action is unconscion-

able under normal state doctrines of contract law, this

body of state law is nonetheless preempted by the FIAA.

8.g., Pet. 19. The Court below rejected Petitioners' argu-

ment that the trAA preempts normal state principles of

contract law. Tb establish a conflict beüween the decision of

the New Jersey Supreme Court and other state high
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courts or federal appellate courts, Petitioners must iden-
túy somc such cou¡t holding that even though a contract
term banning class actions embedded in an arbitration
clause is unconscionable under state law, that rule of state
law is nonetheless preempted by the FAA Petitioners do
not cite to any such case, and there is none.t There are
courts that have enforced class action bans in given cases,
but each was decided on grounds un¡elated to the federal
Iegal theory advanced in the petition. In sum, Petitioners
never identifr a split of appellate authority on the federal
law question raised in the Petition.o

Instead, Petitioners point to inapposite cases to
generate the appeara.nce of a conflict. For example, the
Petition alleges a conflict between the lower court here
and a number of cases where courts have held that the
language and legislative history sf ss¡t¡in other federal
statutes do not conflict with the FAA. 8.g., Pet. at 4, L7
(citing Johnson u. W. Suburba,n Bank, 225 F.Bd 360 (Bd
cir. 2000)). lhe petition claims that the decision below
represents a split witf.- Johnson that would result in the

' The closest Petitioners come (Pet. 14-16) is a case from a Tìennes-
see intermediate appellate æurt, Pyburn v. Bitl Heørd, Chevrolet, 68
S.\ry.8d 351, 365 (Tlenn. Ct. App. 2001), and a case from a federal trial
court in \{est Virginia, Schultz u. AT&T Wireless ,Serus., Inc., 876
F. Supp.2d 685, 691 (N.D. W. Va. 2005)). Pybum does not represent the
view of a state cou¡t of last resort, see S. Ct. RuIe 10, and in any event
held that a class action ban at issue was not unconscionable under støte
Iøw. Acenrdtngly, Pybum's preemption discussion was unnecessar¡r to
its holding and thus is pure dicta.

' Tt¡e Petition blurs this fact through the use ofvague language. It
states, for example, that "[t]he question divides" state and federal
courts, Pet. at 12, but does not say which question divides those courts.
As will be shown, none of the cases cited support the proposition that
the questioa offederal law advanced in the opinion divides those cou¡ts.
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law being different in federal courts in New Jersey and in
New Jersey state courts. Pet. at 17. But Johnson does not
conflis¿ with the opinie¡1 below because it did not hold that
state law relating to a class action ban was preempted by
the FhA. Instead, Johnson's holding allowing enforcement
of an arbitration clause's class-action prohibition turns
upon the language and legislative history of the federal
Th¡th in Lending Act ("TILA").5 Tb.is case says nothing
about the FAA's relationship to state contract law.6

In fact, the Third Circuit - in sharp contrast to Peti-
tioners' approach - holds that the question of the uncon-
scionability of an a¡bitration clause te:rn banning class
claims is one of state, not federal, law. Petitioners repeat-
edly cite to the New Jersey Supreme Court's decision in
Deltø Funding Corp. u. Harrís, 9L2 A.zd 104 (N.J. 2006)
for its policy arguments, but that case was certified to the
state court by the Third Circuit, id. at 108, for a determi-
nation of whether provisions in a mandatory consumer
arbitration clause, including its class action waiver, id. at
115, were unconscionable under New Jersey law. The
Tlúrd Circuit's certification and subsequent embrace of the

" The proper interpretation of TILA was also the issue in Røndolph
u. Green Tlee,244 F.3d 814 (llth Cir. 2001), Pet. at 4, and thus that
case also does not pose a conflict on the federal law issue presented in
this Petition.

'That Johnson's holding is based on unique considerations
relating to TILA claims is demonstrated by the Third Circuit's subse-
quent finding in a case involving claims r¡nder the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act (SDCPA") that class actions appear to be fundnmental to
the statutory structure of the FDCPA, so that olacking this procedural
mechanism meritorious FDCPA çlnirns might go unaddressed because
the awørds in øn ind.iuiduøI ca.se might be too wnøll to prosecute øn
indiuid.uøI action." Weiss v. Regøl Collections,SSS F.3d 337,345 (3d Cir.
2004) (emphasis added).
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New Jersey Supreme Court's opinion applp:lg state

contract law, see Deltø Funding Corp. v. Harris,466 F'3d

273 (3d Cir. 2006), demonstrate that the Third Circuit

squarely rejects the federal preemption theory Petitioners

espouse here.

Likewise, Petitioners cannot manufactu¡e a split by

pointing to cases where the general contract laws of states

other than New Jersey do not consider class action bens to

be exculpatory. See Pet. at 15 (acknowledging that various

state court holdings enforcing class action bans are based

upon state unconscionability law). This court does not sit

to resolve differences ernong the states relating to their

contract law doctrines governing exculpatory clauses. This

is particularly so under the FAA, whose savings clause

calling for the application of state contract law principles

to arbitration clauses makes the existence of such differ-

ences in result inevitable.

In one example of this confusion of state and federal

Iaw, the Petition mis-cites lberiø Credit Bureøu, Inc' u'

Cingulør Wireless LLC, 379 F3d 159 (5th Cir' 2004), to

allege the existence of a split justifuing this court's review

ofthe FAAquestion presented here. Pet. at 16' In fact, the

difference behveen the holding inlberiø and the holding of

the New Jersey Supreme Court this case is based entirely

ori a difrerence in state law. The h¡¡o cases are entirely

consistent on the fed.eral law issue raised in the Petition.

T'he reason the Fifth circuit upheld the class action ban at

issue in Iberia was because there is no general Louisiana

policy in favor of class actions i¡ consumer litigation.

In making its unco¡rscionability determi:ration, the court

noted. that the Louisiana unfafu Tlade Practices Act

(LUTPA) does not permit class actions, and that Louisiana

law recognizes alternative remedies to class actions. 379
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F.3d at L74-75 (citing La. Rev. Stat. Ann. $ 51:1409(A)).
Iberiø acknowledged that the enforceability of a class
action ban is a question of state law, distinguighing (rather

than disagreeing with) a Ninth Circuit case that held that
an arbitration clause barring class actions was uncon-
scionable u¡rder California law on the grounds of the
difference in state law between California and Louisiana.
379 F.3d at L74 (citing TLng u. AfeT 319 F.3d 1126, 1150
(gth Cir. 2003), cert. denied,540 U.S. 811 (2003)).

The sa'ne is true of CøIey u. Gulstreøm Aerospøce
Corp.,428 F.3d 1359 (l1th Cir. 2005) (cited at Pet. L6),
where the court upheld a class action ban based upon its
reading of Georgia state contract law. 428 F.3d at L379.
The cor¡rt did not even mention preemption, and like
Iberia distinguished (rather than disagreed with) a Ninth
Circuit case applying the different contract law of Califor-
nta. Id. at L378 (distinguishing Ingle u. Circuit City Stores,
(nc.,328 F.3d 1165 (gth Cir. 2003)).

Similarly, the Petition asserts a conflict with Snowden
u. CheckPoint Check Cøshing,2g0 F.3d 631 (4th Cir. 2002).
Pet. 4,17. As withlberiø, Caley, and numerous other cases
cited in the Petition, Snowd,e¿ does not conflict with the
decision below on any issue of federal law, however, but
merely reflects that Maryland's state law of exculpatory
clauses differs from the law in New Jersey. See, e.8.,
Wølther u. Souereign Bønk,872 A.zd 735,750 (Md. 2005).

In surn, these cases are only in conflict with the
decision below in the sense that the contract laws of New
Jersey, Louisiana, Maryland and Georgia differ. There is
no split of authority on the federal law question presented.
For this reason alone. the Petition should be denied.
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B. The Decision Below Does Not Conflict
\ryith ltris Court's Decisions.

1. The Petition's Principal Argument Is
Contrary to this Court's Decisions Ap-
plying the FAA-

the Petition repeatedly argues that arbitration

agreements must always be enforced in thei¡ entirety,
precisely as written, without any interference with state

law. 8.g., Pet. at 19. This argument ignores the FAllls

savings clause, and this Court's decisions interpreting it.

As the Court below established at some length, New

Jersey law disfavoring adhesive exculpatory contracts is

part of the State's general law of unconscionability and

public policy governing øII contracts. Under this Court's

decisions apptying the FAA, this general contract law

applies to arbitration clauses just as it does to any other

contract term. See Doctor's Assoc's, Inc. u. Casørotto, 5L7

U.S. 681, 687 (1996) ("lG]enerally applicable contract

defenses such as fraud, duress or unconscionability, may

be applied to invalidate arbitration agreements without

contravening tg U.S.C. $ Zl."); Gi\mer u.Interstøte Johnson

Løne Corp., 500 U.S. 20, 33 (1991) ("courts should remain

attuned to well-supported claims that the agreement

resulted from the sort of fraud or overwhehning economic

po\Ã¡er that would provide grounds for the revocation of

any contract.') (quoting Mitsubishi Motors Corp. u, Soler

Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., 473 U.S. 614, 627 (1985)) (inter-

nal quotation omitted).
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2, This Court's Decision in Bazzle Dem_
onstrates that the Decision Below IVas
Correct.

Petitioners argue that this court's decision in Green
Tree Fínønciøl Corp. u. Bøzzle,5gg U.S. U+ (ZOOS) should
be read as holding that cou¡ts may not "var¡/ from con_
tract terms with respect to ba't,q.on class actions if those
terms are embedded in arbitration clauses. pet. at 5 (citing
to a dissent in Bazzle). In fact, nothing in Bøzzre supports
Petitioners' argument - Bazzle did not involve * *oo-
scionability challenge to a class action ban and did not
involve the FAA's savings clause.

In fact, Bøzzle disproves one of petitioners, central
assumptions: that a contract term ba¡ning class actions is
inherently part of any agreement to arbitrate. The petition
argues, for example, that if the decision below (which
enforced the agreement to arbitrate but struck the class
action ban) is enforced, that all businesses will have to
fea¡ that utheir arbitration agreements" will all be invali-
dated. Pet. at 18. In Petitioners'worrd., class action bans
are inseparable from arbitration clauses. see ølso pet. at 4
(asserting that cou¡ts may never order class-w.ide arbitra-
tion unless parties have expressly agreed. to that proceed-
ing, the same theory as was unsuccessfully advanced in
Bazzle).

This theory was rejected by six Justices of this Court
in Bazzle. In Bazzle, the plurality held that, where a:r
arbitration clause does not explicitry allow the arbitrator
to proceed on a class basis, the question of whether the
arbitration may proceed on that basis is "a matter of state
law." 539 U.S. at M7. \vo other Justices would have left
undisturbed the decision of the south ca¡orina supreme
Court, which - contrary to petitioners, pro¡rosed rule of
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federal law - permitted class-wide arbitration. Although

Petitioners continue to insist that olass actions ars inhs¡-

ently inconsistent with arbitration, courts throughout the

UnitÆd States applying Bazzle in the last several years

have rejected sirnilar arguments and instead have held

that cases could proceed in arbitration on a class action

basis in cases where the arbiüration clauses did not ex-

pressly authorize class action treatment.?

As further proof that class actions a¡e not inconsistent

with arbitration, shortly after this Court issued its deci-

sion in Bøzzle, the American Arbitration Association
(*AAA") adopted a new set of rules for handling class

actions in arbitratíon. 8.g., Carole J' Buckne4 Towørd ø

Pure ArbitrøI Pøradigm of cløsswide Arbitration: Arbitrøl

Power ønd FederøI Preernpti'on, 82 Denv. U. L' Rev' 301

(2004) ("The AAA promulgated the first set of classwide

arbitration rules in October 2003, following t}ne Bøzzle

decision.n).As of this writing,AAAlists over 100 cases being

heard under its "supplementary Rules for Class Arbitra-

tions." see funerican Arbitration Association, "class Arbitra-

tion Case Docket" (available at www.ad¡.org/Classarbitration
policy). under Petitioners' theory, the American Arbitration

Association has been actively undercutting the trAAfor the

past three years since Bøzzle was decided.

-
.' See, e.g., Ped.cor Mgmt. Co. u' Nøt'l Personnel of Thxøs,343 F'3d

355 (5th Cir. 2003); Genus Cred'it Managernent Corp' u' Jones,2006 lWL

905936 (D. Md. April6, 2006);Vetiz v. Cintøs Corp',2005lVL 10486-99
at *5 (N.D. Cal.-May 4,2006); Rømirez u' Cintøs Corp',2005 WL
659984 at *10-11 (N.D' Cal' Mat. 22, ZO05); In re Wood',140 S'W'3d 367
(1bx. 2004); Bess u. DirecTY, Inc,8L5 N.E.2d 455, 460 (Ill' App' 2004);

and Gørciø v. DirecTV Inc., I Cal. Rptr. 3d 190, 195-96 (Cal' App' 2004)'
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Accordingly, afr,er Bøzzle, there is no reason why a
decision fiodiog that a class action ban is unconscionabre
even implicatee the FAA. A contract can include a class
action ban without inclurling an arbitration provision, or a
contract could include an a¡bitration agreement without a
class action ban. The FAA does not alow a party to evade
state contract law nmerely because the prohibiting or
lirnifi¡g provisions are part of or'tied to prãvisioo, dth"
contract relating to arbitration.n Støte ex rel. Dunlap u,
Berger,567 S.E.zd 265 (W. ya.2002), cert. d,eni.ed,, 5BT û.S.
L087 (2002). Nothing in the FiaA permits parties to laun-
der otherwise illegal contract terms and make them regal
merely by placi''g them under the hearlir.,g "arbitration.o

8. The Decision Below Is Consistent With
This Court's Decision in Gílmer.

Petitioners also argue that this court herd that
arbitration clauses are enforceabre even where they do not
provide for class actions, citing to this court's decision in
Gilmer. Pet. at 5. This argument misreads Gilmer. First,
îÌft" the arbitration clause at issue here, the clause in
Gilrner allowed for class arbitrations. 500 u.s. at 82
(noting that collective relief courd be obtained in arbitra-
tion). Therefore, u¡like the plaintiffs here, the Gilmer
plain¿i1¡*ould not be deprived of a class remedy if arbitra-
tion were compelled on the terms set forth in tÀe contract.
Second, Gilmer was not a class action, but an individual
civil rights action seeking damages substantially greater
tha:r the d"'r'ages sought here. lhus, the avalaúility of a
class action was not necessary for t],.e Gilmer plainiitr to
obtait' relief.
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ln addition, in Gilmer, the Court was interpreting the

text and structr:re of the federal Age Discrimination in

Emplo¡ment Act, not a state law challenge to an arbitra-
tion clause such as those permitted under $ 2 of the

Federal A¡bitration Act. The case contai''s no discussion of

state law dealing with exculpatory clauses (or any other
topic of state law). Moreovet, in Gilmer there \ryan no

reason to imagine that a class'action ban would prevent

the plaintiff from effectively vindicating his substa:rtive
rights. Indeed, Congress was evidently aware that ADEA
claims (typically claims that a person at the peak of her

earning power was wrongfully terminated) are u¡like

small consumer claims, and that class actions are geîeþ

ally not necessaÐ¡ to provide a remedy to such plaintiffs.

This is demonstrated in part by the fact that class actions
under the ADEA proceed on an opt-in basis rather than
the normal opt-out process such as that under Rule
2SftXB). See, e.g., Allen u. Mørshøll Field & Co.,93 F.R'D.
438 (N.D.I1l. 1e82).

4. Petitioners'Theory Is Contrary to Cases
Addressing Inplied Conflict Preemp-
tion.

The decision below is also consistent with this Court's
jurisprudence involving the doctrine of implied conflict
preemption. As this Court has made clear in a variety of

contexts, a federal law does not impliedly preempt a body

of state law where the federal law søys nothing øbout th'is

subject. Here, the FAA has no express preemption provi'

sion and does not reflect Congress's intent to occupy the

entire fi.eld of arbitration or conüract law. Volt Info. Sci-

ences, Inc. u. Bd. of Tlustees of Stønford Uniu.,489 U.S.

468,477 (1989). Instead, the FAA preempts state laws only
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if they conflict with the Act's underlyrng purposee. Id. at
477-78. Thw, the FAA preernpts state ia-ws lingling out
arbitration clauses for disfavored treafment because they
conflict with the Act's goar of putting these clauses on the
same footing as other contracts.s

The New Jersey unconscionability and public policy
principles applied by the lower co.urt here addrer, ,rã¿ th"
choice of an arbitral or judiciar forum, but the excurpatory
rules Petitioners imposed in requiring arbitration. As
Bøzzle demonstrates, the Fi{A nowhere addresses this
subject. \[here federal law is si]ent on a subject, there is
no implied conflict preemption of state law based on
frustration of federal policy.t

C, Petitioners'policy Arguments Are Unper.
suasive.

Petitiouers argue for a one-size-fits-a]l rule of federal
law that contract terms banning crass actions ¿rre arways
enforceable, so long as they are embedded in an arbitra-
tion clause, without respect to the facts of a case o. ,tur"
Iaw. Under Petitioners, view, state law is powerless to
regulate such tenns no matter how complex the individuar
claim, how small its value, or how impracticable it would
be for individuals to vindicate their legal rights without

'Sr"*" 
, Casørotto, SlZ U,S. at 6g6-g7 (FA.{. preempLs statestatute imposing exha discrosure requirements for ar¡itauon'"lausls);

Allied-Bruce Tþnnini.x Cg's, I1c ,. Ootror, äe U.S. 265, zil0_g1(1995)(FAA preempLs state law banr.ing enforcement of all pre_dispute
a¡bitration conbacts ).

- -l cr. loþhtliner corp. u. Mvrick,514 u.s. 280, 289-90 (1995) ("Afinding of lia-bility against petitioners would urraer¡ir,e ,ro-o-u:'u-"ãiá, o,purposes with respect to ABS devices since none exist.").
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the class action mechanism. Instead of having courts
consider whether a class action ban is exculpatory and
thus violates a particular state's generally applicable
contract law, Petitioners demand that this Court enunci-
até a new sweeping rule of federal law that would protect
thei¡ interests whether or not a given arbitration clause's
terms are exculpatory so thøt ørbitrøtion wiII neuer øctu-
ally tøhn place. See, e.g., Pet. 20 (arguing that FAA ba¡s
fact-based analyses of enforceability under state law).

Petitioners' argument ignores this Court's decisions
stating that arbitration is acceptable as an alternative to
the civil justice system only where it permits a party to

"effectively vindicate' his or her statutory rights. See, e.g.,
EEOC u. WøfrIe House Corp., 534 U.S. 279, 295 n.10
(2002); Gilmer,5OO U.S. at 28 Mitsubishi, 473 U.S. at 637.
The Cou¡t has never said that an arbitration clause is
always enforceable without respect to whether its terms
allow for vindication of claims. To the contrar¡r, in Green
Tlee Fina,nciøl Corp. u. Rønd.olph,531- U.S. 79, 81 (2000),

the Court found that "the existence of large arbitration
costs may well preclude a litigant . . . from effectively
vindicating [its] rights." In direct contrast to Petitioners'
proposed approach, this Court in Randolpå refused to hold
that arbitration is always so cheap that it permits parties
to vindicate their rights, or that it is never cheap enough
to permit parties to vindicate their rights. Instead this
Cou¡t required courts to conduct what Petitioners would
call"ød hoc" fact specific determinations as to whether the
costs of arbitration are too high or too low in particular
cases.

Petitioners suggest that it is unworkable for courts to
conduct a case-by-case determination as to whether a class
action ban serves as an exculpatory clause that prevents
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parties from "effectively vindicating3 their rights in a
given case, but this is precisely the kind of analysis that
courts regularly conduct. Tb take the most obvious exam-
ple, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b) provides that,
for cases where dot.ages predominate over injunctive
relief, courts may only certiS class actions if - on the facts
of those cases - they find that a class action is superior to
other methods of adjudicating the dispute. Accordingly,
every day in this country, courts evaluaüe whether indi-
vidual litigants would be better able (or able at all) to
effectively vindicate their claims without the class aetion
device. See, e.g., Amchem Products, Inc. u. Windsor, 52L
U.S. 591, 617 (1997) ("The policy at the very core of the
class action mecha.ism is to overcome the problem that
small recoveries do not provide the incentive for aay
individual to bring a solo action prosecuting his or her
rights.").

Finally, Petitioners'policy arguments are at odds with
the FAA itself. As noted, this Court has repeatedly recog-
nized that the FAA incorporates general principles of state
contract law. This fact overrides Petitioners'desire for an
all-federal FAA, where no variations are permitted be-
tween states with respect to contract law. 

'Where, 
as here,

a statute preserves a role for states, that reflects a con-
gtessional intent to accept some degree of disuniformity.
Cf. UNUM Ins. Co. of Am. u. Ward,526 U.S. 358, 3?6 n.9
(1999) (disuniform state regulations "are the inevitable
result of the congressional decision [in ERISA] to save
local insr¡rance regulation.").

In sum, none of Petitioners' arguments based on the
tr'AAmerit review.

i

¡ , .
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ilI. The Petition's Second and ltrird Questions
Likewise Do Not Merit Review.

Petitioners' second and third questions presented

addressi.g the Due Process and Interstate Commerce

Clauses are not worthy of review. First, these arguments

a¡e waived because neither was timely raised in the state

court proceedings. Petitionerq did not raise their Due

Process clause argument until they petitioned the New

Jersey Supreme Court for rehearing (see Pet' F16-20), and

did not raise their Interstate commerce clause argument

until fiting their Petition with this court. In reviewing

state cor¡rt judgments under 28 U.S.C' $ 1257, this Court

adheres to the general rule that it 'l¡vill not consider a

petitioner,s federal claim u¡less it was either addressed

Ly, o, properly presented to, the state court that rendered

the decision" under review. Adøms u, Robertson, 520 U'S'

83, 86 (199?). As the Cou¡t explained in Adams, uwe have

generally refused to consider issues raised clearly for the

fi¡st time in a petition for rehearing when the state court

is silent on the question.' Id. at 89.t0 Since this is precisely

what Petitioners did in the state court proceedings with

their Due Process question, and Petitioners neuer raised

their Interstate Commerce Clause question below, these

thirteenth-hor:r arguments come "too late for considera-

tion here."

'o See ølso Boørd' of Directors of Rotory Int'l v' Rotøry Club of

Duarte,48l U.S. 537, 55ô (1987) ('Appellants did not present the issues

,qo*uíy to the state' cou¡ts until they ñled their petition f91 lehe{nS
*itft tft" Court of Appeal."); Rød'in Støtion WOW, 326 U'S' at 128

("Questions first presented to the highest State court on a petition for

reúearing come too late for consideration here ' ' ' ")'
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Neither of these questions presents a basis for review
in any event. In support of their argr:nent that the deci-
sion below "denies Petitioners Due Process by retroactively
enforcirg a new interpretation of New Jersey law" (Pet.

23), Petitioners cíte Bowen u. Georgetown Uniu. Hospitø\,
488 U.S. 204 (1988), and Usery u. Ttrner Elkhorn Mining
Co., 428 U.S. 1 (1976). Bowen held that federal Medicare
regulations imposing retroactive cost limits were invalid
because they were not authorized by statute, 488 U.S. at
215, while also upholding tlre agency's retroactive applica-
tion of the rufe in ød,judicøtíon on a case-by-case basis. .Id.
at 2Q9. TVrner Elkhorn upheld a federal statute imposing
retroactive liability upon coal rnine operators for the death
and disability benefits of thei¡ injured former workers. See
428 U.S. at 18 ('[Tlhe imposition of liability for the effect
of disabilities bred in the past is justified as a rational
meastrre to spread the costs of the employees' disabilities
to those who have profited from the fruits of their labor
. .."). The decision below conflicts with neither of these
cases because (1) it involves no legislative or administra-
tive rule-making; and (2) its holding invalidating the class-
action waiver is grounded in prior New Jersey law ad-
dressi'g terms of adhesion contracts and the necessity of
class actions for vindicating small-value claims. See Pet.
A22-3L (applying unconscionability test set forth, in Rud-
børt u. North Jersey Dist. Wøter Supply Con1,Tin,605 A.zd
681 (N.J. 1992)). Petitioners thus fail to raise a substantial
Due Process question of retroactivity meriting review.

Petitioners' Interstate Commerce Clause argument
meets the same fate. In support of their argument that the
decision below "unduly bu¡dens interstate commerce by
seeking to impose disparate requirements on arbitration
agreements made in the interstate market" (Pet. 25),
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Petitioners cite several of this court's decisions invalidat'
ing state laws that discriminøted between interstate and

intrastate courmerce. See Healy u. The Beer Instítute,49L

U.S. 324, 340'43 (1989) (striking down state statute
irnposing effective priceJimit on interstate beer merchants

while exempting purely intrastate merchants); Best & Co.,

Inc. u. Moawell,3ll u's' 454,456-57 (1940) (striking down

state law imposing tax on hotel room advertisements by

any business that is not a regular retail merchant in the

state). The decision below does not conflict with or other-

wise implicate these cases. The New Jersey Supreme

Court applied a general, non-discriminatory standard of

unconscionability based on longstanding state-law princi-

ples concerning adhesion and exculpation' In arguing that

the differences between this and other states'laws gives

rise to a Commerce Clause violation (Pet. 27), Petitioners

are challenging not merely the decision below but the very

existence of state-law regulation of contracts. None of the

cases Petitioners cite comes close to supporting this

challenge.

Ll sum, the second and third questions presented do

not deserve serious attention.
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CONCLUSION

For all the reasons set forth herein, the petition for a
writ of certiorari shoultJ,::ii; 
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